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Materials:
Kitchen towel
1/2" twill tape or ribbon in whatever color
Thread in whatever color
Fabric marker
Fray check
Hold the towel up vertically (as though you were going to wear it
like an apron, right?) and mark one horizontal neck strap line
where you'd want one of the neck strap holes to be. (A)
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Then mark one vertical line on the side of the towel where you'd
want the waist tie hole to be.
Fold your apron in half vertically, matching long edges, and mark
the other horizontal neck strap line on the opposite side of the
towel.
Along the long side of the towel, mark the other vertical waist tie
line so that it matches up with the line you drew previously.
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This is so that your neck strap and waist tie holes are equidistant
from the edges, centered and all that jazz.
Now, per the lines you just marked, set down at the machine and
sew yourself four buttonholes, one for each line you marked. (B)
With your buttonholes all sewn and happy, take out that twill
tape and weave it through the neck strap holes at the top of your
apron, starting at the back of one side, weaving through the
front and back through the front of the other hole. This will
create a little neck strap, which I'm sure you already surmised
because you're smart like that.
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Swing that bitch over your head and pin the top corners of the
towel back over the straps so that the straps are now contained
in a nice little terry channel. At the base of this channel should
be your two waist tie holes, so fold the towel corners accordingly.
(C)
Sew this channel and backstitch at both ends. (D)
Once you've sewn the channels, feel free to cut off any
extraneous towel. (E)
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Now that you're all sewn and cut, weave your twill tape through
the waist hole, through the side channel and up and around the
neck holes, just like you'd imagine, and if you need a little help
coaxing that tape through there, put a safety pin through one
end because that's always helpful. (F)
You can trim the tape to fit and add some fray check at the ends
if you're fancy.
Then, put it on and go make a cocktail. (G)
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